5. Fuller Peak (030-114)
Citizens' Proposal: 10,278 acres
Highlights
Fuller and Greer Peaks dominate the steep and rugged terrain of this area. Clear streams
cascade through granite walls and form pools or "bathtubs" in the stone. The only level terrain in the
area is found on the eastern border and along Schoening Creek near the southern boundary.
Location and Access
Fuller Peak is located in Fremont County, about 30 miles east of the town of Shoshoni. It lies
about 10 miles north of Lysite Badlands. Access is from the south on the Badwater Road from the town
of Lysite.
Wilderness Qualities
The precipitous and jagged terrain of the Copper Mountain range ensure that hikers,
horsepackers and other recreationalists who frequent this wild area find solitude and naturalness in
abundance. Spectacular views of Fuller and Greer Peaks can be found along the windblown ridge tops.
Nesting ferruginous hawks--a federal Threatened and Endangered candidate species--have been
documented near the area (Ritter 1991) and likely forage and nest within the area, as well. A rare
recording of the Allen's 13-lined ground squirrel was collected in the area in 1938, a candidate for
Federal listing (WNDD, 1993).
Rare plants have been surveyed in the vicinity. Of high priority in this are two candidates for
federal listing: Porters sagebrush and Owl Creek miners candle. A rare plant requiring special State
protective status found is the bun milk-vetch (WNDD, 1993).
Resource Analysis
Although uranium has been mined in the area in the past, reserves are limited and of little
economic interest (Hausel 1985). There is only one oil and gas lease in the boundary area. There are no
active mineral claims in the proposal area (BLM, 1991).
Should the area not be protected by wilderness designation, additional exploration or
unforeseen impacts, such as utility corridors, would mar wilderness values there.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
This area's northern and western boundaries are set by private land. The eastern and southern
boundaries are set by the Point-of-Mountain Road.
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6. Lysite Mountain
Citizens' Proposal: 10,219 acres
Highlights
Lysite Mountain is one of nature's most beautiful flower gardens in the middle of never-never
land. The spring blooms in this off-the-beaten track of wild land are full of unusual varieties. The colorful
green and white cliffs with black bands of coal and oil shale give the appearance of a tiger striped
mountain. This badland of canyons hosts five springs and the Lysite Creek and a vast array of wildlife.
Location and Access
Lysite Mountain is located about 12 miles north of the wee town of Lysite in Fremont County or
20 miles from State Highway 20-26. It is accessed from Lysite along the Lysite Creek Road. The Nowood
Road comes within 2 1/2 miles from the eastern boundary.
Wilderness Qualities
Lysite Mountain is truly a wilderness experience due to its remoteness. Solitude and isolation
combined with the area's steep cliffs make this area ideal for recreation for the off-beat explorer.
Geologically, Lysite Mountain is one of the most significant areas in the state because it is the
only place where the late Cenozoic record is preserved. The one-thousand-foot display of rock contains
remnants of the fill that has been removed from the Wind River and Bighorn Basins (Love 1991). The
well-preserved younger beds house abundant fossils of vertebrates, invertebrates, and leaves (Bay
1969).
Resource Analysis
There are no active mineral claims in the Proposal area (BLM 1991), but potential for low grade
uranium may be in the area. But the rather large gas development proposal (2011) located south of the
highway will make the Lysite Mountain area all the more important to protect as a remnant of this
geologic type.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
Lysite Mountain boundaries are determined by private property holding on three and 1/2 side the west, north and east with the western portion of the southern boundary. The southern boundary
was extended down to the 2-track at Sagebrush Draw to provide public land access to the area.
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Bighorn Basin Areas
1. Cedar Mountain (010-222a & b)
Citizens' Proposal: 26,975 acres
Highlights
Cedar Mountain is an imposing juniper-studded rock escarpment towering over the Bighorn
Basin. Steep drainages, slick rock, and hoodoos and goblins of stone make this a big exciting area to
explore. On the western boundary, grotto covered-bluffs drop sharply to the Bighorn River. The
sagebrush and grass slopes are interspersed with cottonwoods lining the streambeds, and junipers
which grow in belts and pockets along the hillsides.
This wilderness area is a rare example of a dry "cold" desert badland, which borders a large river.
Location and Access
Cedar Mountain is just 8 miles southwest of Worland in Washakie County situated on the east
side of the Bighorn River. A good access is from County Road 172 to County Road 23 (Cowboy Springs
Road) to enter the southwestern boundary area.
Wilderness Qualities
This high desert site offers a variety of outstanding recreation opportunities, including hunting
and trapping, horseback riding, rockhounding, fishing and canoeing from the river front. BLM's Bighorn
River Special Recreation Management Area encompasses the western half of Cedar Mountain, while the
BLM has recommended the southern half of the area for wilderness designation.
Two to three hundred mule deer use crucial winter range and yearlong habitat here (WG&F,
1992). The Wyoming Game and Fish supported the area for wilderness designation because of its
natural condition and its importance as year round deer and pronghorn antelope habitat.
Bald eagles (listed endangered/threatened under the Endangered Species Act) forage along the
western edge of the area, and are observed nesting and incubating in riparian areas there (BLM 1990;
WNDD, 1993). Merlin falcons and Richardson's merlin falcon, both rare and unique species as
determined by the State, have been observed in the area (WNDD, 1993). Golden eagles, prairie falcons,
and several hawk species nest throughout the area, while great blue herons have a riverside rookery just
outside the boundary. Sage grouse strut and nest in the eastern portion.
Cedar Mountain provides habitat for many other species such as bobcats, chukar and gray
partridge. Rock walls throughout the area provide habitat for Townsend's big-eared bats and for the
pallid bat--two State priority species due to their rarity (WNDD, 1993).
The Bighorn River provides aquatic habitat for two unique and rare State Priority species of fish the Western silvery minnow and the Mississippi silvery minnow (WNDD, 1993). This section of the
Bighorn River is rated Class III (of Regional Importance) by the Wyoming Game and Fish. Some of the
game fishery the river contains include stocked and wild rainbow, Yellowstone cutthroat, Snake River
cutthroat, Bear River cutthroat, brown, walleye, sauger and linge cod.
Because of Cedar Mountain's vantage point over the Bighorn River, it was undoubtedly much
used by native people. The area also contains a wealth of reptile and mammal fossils ranging from 65 to
80 million years old, as well as petrified wood.
Resource Analysis
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Cedar Mountain is not likely to have oil and gas reserves. USGS has determined that Cedar
Mountain only has low to moderate potential for the occurrence of oil and gas. The WSA contains three
dry holes, and of about 20 wells drilled within 3 miles of the WSA boundary, only three have
produced--one is now plugged, and two are shut-in for economic reasons. The closest producing oil well
is 3 miles east of the WSA at the western edge of a field. The southern area of the wilderness proposal
has oil and gas leases extended to the year 2001, but there is no production in the area. Coal beds under
the area are very deep and of such marginal quality that they will never be mined. The Cedar Mountain
wilderness proposal has low potential for locatable and salable minerals, with no current or historic
mining claims.
Should Cedar Mountain not be protected by wilderness designation the following could occur:
Although no producing wells are expected, exploration would increase roading and sediment loads in
the Bighorn River and stress to wildlife (BLM 1990). Nesting success of eagles, falcons, and other raptors
would be reduced by an unknown amount due to increased human disturbance. Other activities, such
as a recent proposal to dam the Bighorn River and develop a resort in place of Kirby, could destroy
special values on most of the study area. According to BLM (1990), development over the long term
would result in a total loss of all wilderness values.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
This area is bordered by private lands and a vehicle way on the northwest and southwest, roads
or ways on the south and east, and on the southeast. The Citizens' Proposal excludes part of the WSA in
which BLM allowed plowing and construction of a powerline. Wild lands additions could enlarge this
WSA on the southeastern, which encompasses pristine lands on the south flank of Cedar Mountain.
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2. Buffalo Creek (010-220)
Citizens' Proposal: 27,081
acres Highlights
The undulating plains and deep draws of the Buffalo Creek Area with awe inspiring views of the
Bighorn Mountains truly represent the open range that is so unique to Wyoming. The proposed
wilderness includes portions of Buffalo Creek, Buffalo Springs Creek, and Blue Bank Draw, which drain to
the Nowood River. As the name suggests, bison once roamed in vast herds over the wide open spaces
here.
Location and Access
The Buffalo Creek area is located just southeast of the Honeycombs and 8 miles south of
Ten Sleep in Washakie County. Access is from the southern Nowood River road from Ten Sleep
(State Road #434).
Wilderness Qualities
Visitors to Buffalo Creek discover remote open spaces, and wide vistas of the Nowood
River country and Bighorn Mountains. Large white cliffs of the Chalk Cliff area are surrounded by
badland plains. Wildflowers are abundant in the spring.
Buffalo Creek provides crucial and year-round mule deer and pronghorn antelope winter
range (Berry and Goldbach 1991; WGFD Completion Report 1991). Small mammals also inhabit the
area, and all provide a prey base for large numbers of golden eagles. While reviewing this study area,
volunteers saw a group of seven eagles circling together, and another eagle nesting.
Survey work for rare plants or animals has not been done for the Buffalo Creek area (WNDD,
1993).
Resource Analysis
The Buffalo Creek Wilderness Proposal area is mostly leased for oil and gas for the next two to
six years, however there are no producing wells in the area. There are no active mineral claims within
the proposal boundary. The BLM has limited vehicle travel in the area to designated roads and trails due
to the highly sensitive and erodible soils. Thus conflicts with off-road vehicles have been minimized.
With the extensive oil and gas leasing in the area, exploration would ruin Buffalo Creek
as habitat for elk, eagles, and other unique species should the area not be protected as
wilderness.
Thirty-two outfitters have permits for hunting in the general area.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
This study area is bounded by bladed roads and private land on the west and south, and
by vehicle ways on the north and east.
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3. Honeycombs (010-221)
Citizens' Proposal: 52,764
acres Highlights
The stunning badlands of the Honeycombs is one of the most spectacular areas in Wyoming.
The area mesmerizes its visitors with a kaleidoscope of pastel orange hills, tan rock mushrooms, and
red-, white-, and purple-striped cliffs. Situated to the west of Castle Gardens, the area exemplifies the
biblical notion of wilderness as an area for contemplation and spiritual renewal, even to the
non-devout.
Sagebrush and grasslands are interspersed through the array of unusual pinnacles, spires, and
buttes, while greasewood and rabbitbrush grow along the winding canyonlands. With only 7-10
inches of rainfall per year, this area is a pristine high desert badlands landscape at its best.
Location and Access
Located just six miles southwest of Ten Sleep in Washakie County, the Honeycombs is
accessed from State Highway 16 on the Blue Bank Road.
Wilderness Qualities
Opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation are truly outstanding. Visitors may lose
themselves in a maze of vivid badlands or watch the full moon rise over a place that looks much like a
moonscape.
The Honeycombs provide year-round and crucial winter range for 100 mule deer, and 200 to
300 pronghorn antelope, as well as nesting areas and crucial winter habitat for sage grouse. Golden
eagles, great-horned owls, and other raptors also nest in the area and forage there year-round (Ritter
1991). Bobcats and coyotes roam the Honeycombs, as well. The black-footed ferret, a federally listed
endangered species, was found in the area in 1974 (WNDD, 1993). The Wyoming Game and Fish
Department has found the area to possess outstanding natural qualities and superb wildlife habitat and
has recommended it for wilderness designation.
In addition to dramatic scenery and unique geologic features, this area is known for fossil
deposits of large Tertiary mammals and reptiles. An archaeological survey has not been conducted in
the area, but scrapers, points, and other stone artifacts are commonly found.
Resource Analysis
The area has no salable minerals. There are no mineral leases within the boundary area (BLM,
1992). Coal reserves will probably never be leased due to their poor quality and high development costs
(BLM 1990). The area has potential for occurrence of titanium and other metals, but these are mined
more economically elsewhere. Although the area has been rated as having moderate potential for the
occurrence of oil and gas, it is considered to be on the nonproductive side of a facies change in the
Phosphoria formation (Love 1991). According to BLM, one well was drilled in the boundary area and was
abandoned in 1982. Oil and gas leasing occurring within the western and southern boundary area are
due to expire in one to nine years (BLM 1992).
Periodic access for maintenance of water sources, fences, and use of a cow camp just inside the
boundary could continue as in the past.
Should the Honeycombs not be protected as wilderness, mineral exploration, ORV use, and
other surface-disturbing activities would result in a loss of most, if not all, wilderness values (BLM 1990).
The terrain and its associated soils are not conducive to motor vehicle or bicycle use. Paleontology
resources could be destroyed through incomplete mitigation. Sediment loading into the Bighorn River
would increase slightly and wildlife would be displaced. This area would represent a geologic type not
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included in the national Wilderness Preservation System.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
The citizens' proposed additions to the WSA are necessary to protect equally wild and scenic
badlands topography. BLM should acquire the acres of state land within the study area for enhanced
manageability. Boundaries for this area are roads, trails and private land on the north and east, and
vehicle ways on the south and west.
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4. Alkali Creek (010-241)
Citizens' Proposal: 17,117 acres
Highlights
Alkali Creek is an odd mix of high desert pastel plains sloping quickly downward into a tight
cottonwood canyon surrounded by hoodoo sandstone pinnacles. It lies in a transition zone below the
Bighorn Mountains, and offers spectacular views of the Bighorn Basin. Gradual slopes and rough
canyons of red Chugwater soil contrast with pockets of blue-green juniper and light green sagebrush,
while monoliths of Ten Sleep sandstone jut up above the grasslands. Lemonade berries and
cottonwood grow around springs and along the drainages. Elevations range from 4850 to 7000 feet.
This area has many unchartered aboriginal sites and provides a haven for wintering elk
migrating from the Bighorn Mountains.
Location and Access
Alkali Creek is located in Big Horn County, 7 miles north of Hyattville. On the eastern boundary,
the Red Gulch National Scenic Byway (along the west face of the Bighorn Mountains) easily accesses the
area.
Wilderness Qualities
The Alkali Creek area holds a wealth of prehistory dating back at least 12,000 years. A cultural
inventory of about one percent of the study area yielded ten sites, five of which were eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places. Two other known sites are also eligible. This indicates that the area
contains a very high number of important archaeological sites (BLM 1990). Known features include
pictographs, petroglyphs, rock shelters, tepee rings, chert collecting areas, and stone tools. These and
other undiscovered cultural resources will probably lead to listing of the area as an Archeological District
as more studies are completed.
A great variety of wildlife use the area. More than 300 elk and many mule deer find crucial
winter range. There are at least two sage grouse strutting grounds in the WSA and golden eagles nest
here. Other desert creatures, such as pronghorn antelope, bobcats, chukar partridge, prairie falcons,
and horned toads abound.
The area is unique in habitat that supports several plant species. Branched fleabane lives in the
generally sparsely vegetated juniper and mountain mahogany communities is federally protected (rated
3c) as well as Cary beardtongue - a penstemon - (a candidate for federal listing). In the survey for rare
plant communities, the Alkali Creeks supports two worthy of special protection - that of the "mountain
big sagebrush/Idaho fescue community" and the "narrow-leaf cottonwood/chokecherry community"
(WNDD, 1993).
Alkali Creek WSA is located within the West Slope Special Recreation Management Area and
affords visitors access to remote, wide open spaces. It is also bordered on the east and north by the Red
Gulch National Scenic Byway, and is described in BLM Byway publications as a place where one can "get
away from it all" (BLM undated). The BLM has recommended most of the WSA for wilderness.
This site is also geologically important in that it contains unique outcrops of ancient eolian
sandstones. [see VerPlough's bulletin on the Ten Sleep tar sands; WG Pierce did the USGS quads for
the area; Eargle did the Worland-Hyattville quads]
Resource Analysis
Low potential for oil or gas occurs in the area. The two oil and gas leases occur in the far eastern
area and will expire in 1993 (BLM, 1992). The potential for tar sands is moderate. A low to moderate
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potential exists for minor silver sulfides and other metals, and potential for the occurrence of uranium is
moderate--as is the case for most of the region. There are no mineral claims active in the boundary area.
Gypsum beds in the area are too thin, discontinuous, and of too poor quality to be developed (BLM
1990). The BLM has designated lands in the region of Alkali Creek accessible to motorized vehicles only
on designated roads and trails, making the conflicts with off road vehicles minimal.
Three outfitters have day-use permits for hunting in the area.
The entire Alkali Creek area would be open for mineral exploration and leasing, and these
activities could destroy wilderness values on a substantial portion of the area (BLM 1990) should
the area not be designated as wilderness. Crucial game wintering areas, eagle nesting use, special
archaeological resources, and other values could be inadvertently damaged or lost.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
The Citizens propose excluding the northeast corner of BLM's WSA due to private land there;
however, the 680-acre private inholding could be acquired if the landowner is agreeable, and the
entire WSA designated as wilderness. BLM should acquire the acres of state land for a more
manageable southern border. Boundaries of the area are set by a backcountry byway on the north,
east, and southeast, and by private land and ways on the northeast, west, and southwest.
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5. Medicine Lodge (010-240)
Citizens' Proposal: 16,654 acres
Highlights
Medicine Lodge is one of the most spectacular canyons on the western slope of the Bighorn
Mountains. Sheer cliffs of Madison limestone stair-step down over 1000 feet to a clear, cascading
stream. A shallower canyon on Captain Jack Creek enters from the south, while orange Ten Sleep
sandstone crops out on the shrubsteppe away from the canyon. The study area supports many types
of vegetation: alder and chokecherry line the water courses, Douglas fir and other conifers blanket
higher parts of the steep north-facing slopes, mountain mahogany and juniper grow on the southern
aspects and shrubsteppe, and sagebrush grasslands cover the canyon rims. Wildflowers and berries
abound.
Location and Access
This wilderness study area is located in Big Horn County, 5 miles northeast of Hyattville along
the western slope of the Bighorn Mountains. Medicine Lodge is easily accessed from the south
utilizing the Cold Springs Road from Hyattville.
Wilderness Qualities
Visitors to Medicine Lodge make their way through wild, rugged terrain and thick vegetation to
find excellent hunting and fishing. Superb nature and geology studies are provided by pristine
ecological conditions and an abundance of fossils from the Lower Mississippian Age. Additionally, they
can explore the passages of P-Bar Cave--which swallows up Medicine Lodge Creek every spring when
the water is high.
Medicine Lodge is situated within the BLM's West Slope Special Recreation Management Area
of the Bighorn Mountains, and is a scenic backdrop for the Red Gulch National Scenic Byway.
The BLM has included much of the Medicine Lodge Canyon in its Spanish Point Karst Area of
Critical Environmental Concern and has recommended much of the area for wilderness designation.
The ACEC was designated to protect important groundwater sources, while about half of the area is
cooperatively managed as a Wyoming Game and Fish Department Habitat Management Area.
Nearly the entire area is crucial elk winter range--over a thousand may be present at one
time--and a portion is crucial winter range for several hundred deer. Black bear, mountain lion,
chukar and gray partridge, and nesting raptors, including American kestrel, prairie falcon, golden
eagle, and red-tailed hawk (Ritter 1991), also call this area home. Harlequin duck and North American
lynx, both candidates for Federal listing for endangered/threatened status, are found in the Medicine
Lodge
canyon area (WNDD, 1933). Sage and blue grouse strut and nest in the northern part of the area. In the
winter, up to 20 bald eagles - federally listed as endangered - have been counted roosting in
cottonwoods along the streams. Habitat occurs for spotted bats - federal threatened and endangered
candidate species, and five state Priority Species of other bats - Townsend's big-eared bats, Yuma
myotis, California myotis, Keen's myotis and fringed myotis - in the extensive cliffs within the area (Luce
1991). The long-legged myotis, which has been observed in the Medicine Lodge Canyon area, is a rare
State Priority species of bat (WNDD, 1993).
This lush deep canyon habitat in the transition zone on the very edge of the Bighorn Mountains
is host to an array of rare plant species - blanched fleabane, Cary beardtongue, soft aster, and
Hapeman's sullivantia have been identified in the area.
The multitudes of Medicine Lodge Canyon's diverse, rare plant communities listed demonstrate
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that this area's uniqueness is not only worthy of wilderness protection but a requirement for this area.
The rare plant communities the area supports are: mountain big sagebrush/Idaho fescue community,
bluebunch wheatgrass-Hood's phlox potential community, boxelder/bedstraw potential community,
chokecherry/bedstraw potential community, Utah juniper/bluebunch wheatgrass community, curl-leaf
mountain mahogany/bluebunch wheatgrass community, Douglas fir/heartleaf arnica community,
Douglas fir/common juniper community, lodgepole pine/whortleberry community, prickly
currant/bluebells potential community, narrowleaf cottonwood/chokecherry community,
chokecherry/bedstraw potential community, mountain big sagebrush/Idaho fescue community, and
limber pine/common juniper community.
Medicine Lodge Creek, which was named for a Native American ceremonial sweat lodge, flows
by a wall of petroglyphs just outside the study area in Medicine Lodge State Park. Although an
archaeological survey has not been done for the study area, it is expected to contain a great diversity
of sites, some of which would be eligible for the National Register.
Resource Analysis
Three commercial outfitters use the area for big game hunting. 558 AUMs of grazing occurs in
the area south of the canyon. Livestock use north of the canyon has been eliminated by agreement with
the permittee and the Wyoming Game and Fish Department because of competition for forage on elk
winter range.
The study area contains less than 500 acres of commercial forest land and 170 acres of
woodland--a very small percentage of the timber in the region. Most of this is not suitable for logging
due to steep slopes and natural barriers [this may change with additions].
There are no oil and gas leases in the area and no active mineral claims within the Citizens'
Proposal boundary (BLM, 1992). This area has no potential for oil, gas, tar sands, or limestone. It has low
potential for silver, base metal sulfides, rare earth elements or occurrence of uranium. The BLM has
limited motor vehicle use to designated roads and trails in the region around Medicine Lodge Canyon,
thus minimizing conflicts with off-road vehicle use. The citizens' proposed additions, including the Dry
Medicine Lodge Canyon, would further protect and enhance the complete ecosystem and alter a twotrack to a trail.
If not designated as wilderness, mineral exploration and leasing activities could destroy
naturalness, special values, and vast arrays of transition zone plant life. Wildlife would lose the
long-term benefit of improved habitat security.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
The northern and western citizens' additions are designed to include the Dry Medicine Lodge
Canyon allowing the track to become an eventual trail. This area is bordered by a bladed road on the
south, private land and vehicle ways on the southwestern corner, and with the Medicine Lodge
roadless area in the Bighorn National Forest on the east.
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6. The Paint Rock Creek Canyons (010-236a, 239a)
Citizens' Proposal: 11,558 acres
Highlights
The Paint Rock and South Paint Rock Creek areas offer beautiful open, slanting meadows,
leading to steep canyon walls of the Paint Rock Creek Canyons. The area is excellent habitat for mule
deer, elk, songbirds, raptors includes great wild fisheries. The Citizens' Proposal combines the two areas
by adding State land to the Proposal and offering a complete ecosystem for protection. The areas are
adjacent to the Bighorn National Forest and within 8 miles of the Cloud Peak Wilderness Area. Joining
the Paint Rock Creek Canyon areas to the Cloud Peak Wilderness would diversity, expand and add to
the wilderness recreation experience of the Bighorn National Forest.
Location
Bordering the Bighorn National Forest on the west side, Paint Rock and South Paint Rock Creek
Canyon areas are located in Washakie County 5.5 miles northeast of Hyattville. Public access to the
Paint Rock Canyon area has become a concern of recreationists since 1970. Although the area is not
landlocked by private lands, public entry would have to be made through steep terrain (BLM, 1978).
Access is from Hyattville to the Cold Springs Road to the Lone Tree Trail through the Hyatt Ranch
and access from US Forest Service is abundant with at least 6 trails leading to the area.
Highlights
Paint Rock Canyon is a large narrow canyon that cuts through the lower west slopes of the
Bighorn Mountains. The canyon begins where Paint Rock Basin narrows 1.5 miles below the Bighorn
National Forest boundary. The canyon extends westerly for nearly five miles. It enters Paint Rock
Valley just above the Hyatt Ranch. South Paint Rock Creek, a tributary, completes the canyonland
ecosystem. The rims of the canyons tower 400 to 1000 feet above Paint Rock and South Paint Rock
Creeks.
Numerous canyons of varying size intersect the main canyons. Most of the canyon is cut into
limestone rock of the Madison and Big Horn Formations, resulting in cliffs and extremely steep, near
vertical slopes.
The physical nature of the canyon and its elevation present an vegetative ecosystem from the
stream banks dominated with grasses, woody plants, and shrubs to the rim of the canyons exhibiting
mountain mahogany and sagebrush. Conifers, mahogany, and sage are found on the canyon's south rim.
This magnificent example of canyons on the west face of the Big Horn Mountain holds unique habitat
for flora species. With its varied soils from redbeds to limestone cliffs, many rare and sensitive plants
are found in the area including: Williams waferparsnip, soft aster, Nuttall Townsend-daisy, Brandegee's
Jacob's-ladder, Branched fleabane and Hyattville milkvetch (WNDD, 1993).
The area includes an outstanding trout fishery particularly Yellowstone cutthroat trout, which
provides the opportunity for the most important recreational activity undertaken in the canyon. The
area is managed as a wild trout fishery by the Wyoming Game and Fish and is used to collect stock of
the Yellowstone cutthroat.
Habitat is also provided for Bighorn sheep, coyote, eagles, and numerous species of small
mammals, reptiles, and songbirds. The canyon is an important wintering area for elk and deer. The Bald
eagle,
listed as an endangered species, and the Northern goshawk, a candidate for federal protection, are
found in the Paint Rock and South Paint Rock Creek areas. Also sighted in the area is the sensitive
species, the common loon and the long-legged myotis (WNDD, 1993).
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Many archeological sites eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places have
been discovered in the Paint Rock Canyon area with occupation by groups at least 9,000 to 11,000 years
ago. Thirty nine archeological sites in the Paint Rock Canyon have been catalogued. The sites recorded
represent several types: rock shelters, stratified open sites, and quarry sites, thus provide excellent
opportunities for scientifically investigating these hunting and gathering societies (BLM, 1978).
Resource Analysis
The area is recommended as being withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the public
land laws, from location and entry under the mining laws, and from mineral leasing (BLM, 1978). The
area has no oil and gas leases, no mining claims, and no commercially valuable timber (BLM, 1978).
Grazing is limited to the Hyatt Ranch. The current facilities in the upper canyon, including the
wire fence, bridge and coral, are the only visual intrusions in the natural setting of the canyon (BLM,
1978).
The BLM is allowing some mountain bike use in the South Paint Rock Canyon. Hunting is limited
due to the steep terrain.
Should the area not be protected as wilderness, the water quality in the canyons would
continue to decline from ORV use and possible gravel quarry activity. A very valuable wild trout fishery
would be lost. Road maintenance will disturb the cultural resources and alter the canyon's pristine
appearance.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
The Paint Rock Creek Canyons proposed area is bordering on US National Forest lands on the
eastern boundary and surrounded by public lands on the western boundary following the Wapiti Trail.
The Citizens' Proposal boundaries have increased protection for the Paint Rock Canyon ecosystem and
included 1320 acres of State land to combine South Paint Rock with Paint Rock. Our inclusion of the
extended lands allow for consistent ecosystem management of a wilderness area and future inclusion
with the Cloud Peak Wilderness Area. The areas were dropped in 85 because of their small size and the
politics of the time. Although not protected by WSA status, the BLM has not allowed motor use since
1978 and the areas are in good primitive condition.
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7. Trapper Canyon (010-242)
Citizens' Proposal: 7,200 acres
Highlights
Trapper Canyon encompasses beautiful limestone cliffs that plunge over 1200 feet to a crystal
clear stream, and several hanging canyons that drop off sharply with waterfalls into Trapper Creek.
This area represents a unique transition zone between mountains and basin exhibit sheer
canyon walls towering above steep talus slopes and stands of Douglas fir, juniper and mountain
mahogany. Cottonwood, chokecherry and wild currant throng the stream sides, while sagebrush and
grass dominate on the canyon rim. The riparian vegetation is some of the most pristine and lush found
anywhere in Wyoming.
Location and Access
Trapper Canyon lies on the west slope of the Bighorn Mountains, about five miles southeast of
Shell, Wyoming. Although surrounded by private land on three sides, the BLM has an easement across
private property. An access is from Shell southeast on Trapper Creek Road, staying straight - making no
turns, to the southeast boundary. Four-wheel drive is recommended.
Wilderness Qualities
The ruggedness of this canyon is penetrated only by game trails. Those who venture into the
canyon find wild, secluded travels and ideal conditions for geologic and ecologic studies. This area has
been proposed for National Natural Landmark status because of its pristine riparian and forest habitat.
Another special feature is the lower entrance to Great Expectations Cave--the third deepest cave in the
nation. More caves probably lie undiscovered along Trapper Creek. This WSA is located within BLM's
West Slope Special Recreation Management Area, and about 1200 acres of the area fall within the
Spanish Point Karst ACEC. Trapper Canyon is also a featured site nestled between two National Scenic
Byways - the Red Gulch National Scenic Byway and the Big Horn Scenic Byway.
The Wyoming Game and Fish Department considers the area suitable for wilderness
designation. The area supports a hardy population of native cutthroat trout, wintering bald eagles,
crucial winter range and calving grounds for 400-500 elk, crucial winter range for 200-300 mule deer,
mountain lion, black bear, and nesting areas for golden eagle, prairie falcon, and several upland game
species. Endangered peregrine falcons forage here in spring and summer (BLM 1990), but nesting
habitat is presently unoccupied. A nesting occurrence of harlequin duck has been reported from this
area. This area is historical range for the North American lynx. Both the lynx and duck are candidates for
federal threatened/endangered listing. The wood frog also appears in this area and it is suspected that
populations of wood frogs are declining statewide, though the survey is incomplete (WNDD, 1993).
The canyon has habitat in the extensive cliffs for spotted bats--federal threatened and
endangered candidate species--, and five state Priority Species of bats --Townsend's big-eared bats,
Yuma myotis, California myotis, Keen's myotis and fringed myotis (Luce 1991).
Trapper Creek Canyon is a magnificent example of the transition zone plant life - blanched
fleabane, Hapeman's sullivantia and Cary beardtongue have been listed in many areas of Trapper
Canyon.
The many and varied plant communities exhibit the urgency of protecting this area as
wilderness. Starting on the gentle slopes at the head of the canyon one finds the mountain big
sagebrush/Idaho fescue community; in the canyon is the red-osier dogwood/bedstraw community and
the prickly currant/bluebells potential community; up on the canyon rim is the Douglas fir/heartleaf
arnica community; higher up is the Douglas fir/common juniper community; still higher on steeper
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slopes one finds the Engelmann spruce/heartleaf arnica community, along with chokecherry/bedstraw
potential community, limber pine/spike fescue community, mountain big sagebrush/Idaho fescue
community; then from the canyon rim to the creek is the Douglas fir/mountain ninebark community;
along the canyon walls is the blue-bunch wheatgrass-Hood's phlox potential community and the curlleaf
mountain mahogany/bluebunch wheatgrass community; and into the riparian areas of the canyon one
finds the narrow-leaf cottonwood/chokecherry community.
Trapper Canyon is also eligible for registration in the National Register of Archeological Sites.
Resource Analysis
Seven outfitters have permits for hunting trips in the area.
Some of the private land surrounding the canyon is used as hunting camps for commercial outfitting
operations.
The proposed wilderness has no potential for oil, gas, coal, uranium or salable minerals, and no
valid mineral claims nor oil and gas leases (BLM, 1990). It has low potential for occurrence of tar sand,
silica sand, and a few other locatable minerals, but none in commercial quantities. High purity limestone
occurs in the area, but remoteness and rugged terrain make development unlikely.
This area contains a very small amount of commercial forest land but most of the commercial
timber cannot be logged due to steep slopes and natural barriers.
The BLM has limited motorized vehicles to designated road and trails in region around Trapper
Canyon minimizing the conflicts with off-road vehicle use.
If the area is not designated as wilderness, the greatest threat to this pristine area would be
from mineral development. There are two active mineral leases just outside the Wilderness Proposal
boundary (BLM, 1992). Mineral exploration and leasing could occur on up to 6000 acres, although
surface occupancy restrictions, if enforced, would protect some specific resources. While no
development is expected, wildlife and special values would not have long-term protection. The impacts
from logging in the Trapper Canyon area would be road building, clearcuts, wildlife habitat reduction,
and the resulting stream sedimentation.
Formations included in the study area supply groundwater to wells in the Bighorn Basin, and
must be protected from contamination by outside toxins, including drilling products, salinity, pesticides,
and fire retardants.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
According to BLM (1990), the area's high quality plant communities are being degraded by
heavy livestock use. Notwithstanding wilderness designation, the BLM recommended that in order to
prevent further invasion of undesirable species, erosion of stream banks, and forage taken at the
expense of wildlife, livestock use be eliminated from the canyon, and drift fence be built at the east end
of the WSA to stop unauthorized grazing. We concur with this recommendation. Boundaries of the WSA
are set primarily by adjacent private lands, and by vehicle ways and roads. All inventoried roadless lands
on the upper flanks of Trapper Canyons should be added to enhance the protection and wilderness
experience.
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8. Bobcat Draw Badlands (010-126)
Citizens' Proposal: 28,153 acres
Highlights
The Bobcat Draw Badlands is embraced by a rugged western landscape with uniquely eroded
rock mushrooms, spires, arches, goblins, castles and mud caves. Rich colors of orange, purple and red
are layered throughout the broken, eroded topography of this Willwood geologic formation. Along
streams in the east and north parts of the area, badlands breaks give way to broad, grassy bottoms,
while high plateaus dominate the southwest corner.
Location and Access
This area is located in Big Horn and Washakie Counties, 24 miles west-northwest of Worland in
the Fifteenmile Creek drainage, and in the vicinity of Red Butte and Sheep Mountain WSAs. Access to
the Bobcat Draw Badlands is either from the south on State Hwy 431 and a couple of unimproved roads,
or from the north on a two track along Fifteen Mile Creek.
Wilderness Qualities
These colorful badlands are among the most spectacular in Wyoming. Weathering by wind and
water has carved layers of clay, sandstone and ancient volcanic ash into mazes and hoodoos striped
with red, orange, bright purple, blue, green and grey. The National Park Service has identified some of
these formations as potential National Natural Landmarks. Additionally, it includes several vegetation
classes of the Wyoming Basin Province Ecoregion, which is not currently represented in the National
Wilderness Preservation System.
The brightly colored Willwood formation within the area contains the most comprehensive
vertebrate fossil zonation of any rock in the world (Bown and Kraus 1983). Fish, crocodiles, turtles,
early Eocene mammals, and many other types of fossils are found in the area (Rohrer and Gazin 1965).
The site is home to pronghorn antelope, wild horses, mule deer, bobcats, fox, coyotes, and
chukars. It provides crucial habitat for wintering mule deer (WGFD, 1991), golden eagles, and nesting
sage grouse. Burrowing owls (a state Priority Species in Need of Special Management) have been
documented in the area (Ritter 1991). Survey work for rare plants and animals has not been
undertaken.
Resource Analysis
Potential for oil and gas occurrence is low to moderate, but development is improbable due to
the great depth of reserves and to No Surface Occupancy stipulations on steep slopes over nearly all of
the area. There are only two oil and gas leases within the proposed Wilderness boundary area.
Likewise, the depths of possible coal deposits preclude any economic interest. No other minerals are
known to occur in commercial concentrations (BLM, 1990a). No mining claims are in the area (BLM,
1992).
At present, less than 20 percent of the area is being grazed by sheep, although more of the
area was used historically. Most of the area is not suitable for cattle grazing, and no range
improvements are planned (BLM, 1990a).
Due to disturbance from gas exploration, wilderness and special values would be eliminated or
impaired on parts of the area, sediment loading into the Bighorn River would increase slightly, and the
mule deer population would be reduced by 10 to 15 percent (BLM, 1990a) should the area not be
protected as wilderness. Elsewhere, these values would not be assured long-term protection from
ORV use or unforeseen development. An ecoregion that is not represented in the National Wilderness
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Preservation System would be lost.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
Paradise Alley, south of the WSA boundary, and Squaw Teats, to the southwest, hold
exceptionally scenic badlands, and few intrusions, and should also be included as Wilderness.
The study area is bounded almost completely by roads or two-tracks, with the exception of short
segments of private land on the northern and southern borders, and a portion of the southeastern
border, which follows geographic features. The Fifteenmile valley is intact and should be combined
with Red Buttes and Sheep Mountain WSAs to form a large area of protection for wildlife and
wilderness quality experience.
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9. Sheep Mountain (010-130)
Citizens' Proposal: 24,615
acres Highlights
Sheep and Tatman Mountains dominate the landscape, while deeply cut badlands and
highly eroded red-hued soils flank the mountain peaks, creating a maze of irregular landform
patterns.
Outcrops of the Willwood and Tatman formations provide colorful, rugged vistas throughout the area.
The sharply incised drainages fan out from the mountains to become broad, soft, grassy bottoms along
the perimeter of the area.
Location and Access
This area lies 18 miles west of the town of Basin, and 5 miles northeast of Bobcat Draw
Badlands WSA. It adjoins the Red Butte Citizens Wilderness Proposal, to the southeast. Access is from
an improved road from the north, or from the Fifteenmile road access from the east.
Wilderness Qualities
Some of the most striking and unspoiled badlands in Wyoming are found here. Additionally,
several vegetative classes of the Wyoming Basin Province Ecoregion, which is not included in the NWPS,
are in the area (BLM, 1990a).
The area contains early Eocene fossils of world renown. At least 77 genera and 140 species of
mammals, including the ancestors of tapirs and pigs, can be found in the area (Bown and Kraus 1983).
Present day mammals include mule deer and pronghorn antelope, which depend upon the
crucial winter range the area, provides (WGFD, 1991). Wild horses, transient bighorn sheep, bobcats,
and coyotes are also in the proposed Wilderness area. Hawks, falcons, and strutting sharp-tailed grouse
and sage grouse can also be found here (BLM, 1990a). At least 15 bald eagles (federally listed
endangered/threatened) are observed roosting in the area during the winter (WNDD, 1993).
Resource Analysis
The study area has a moderate potential for occurrence of deep gas, and low potential for the
occurrence of oil in the area. Due to the depths of possible reserves, development is not economically
feasible (BLM, 1990a). In addition, slopes in excess of 25 percent cover most of the area, so surface
disturbance would be prohibited. There are oil and gas leases in the northern section of the Wilderness
Proposal due to expire within three years. There are no producing wells or mineral leases within the
boundary area (BLM, 1992). Coal and other minerals are not present in commercial deposits.
Grazing use in the area is less than half of the apportioned AUMs. Boundary roads provide
access for livestock management, and range improvements are neither feasible nor planned
(BLM, 1990a).
Should the Sheep Mountain proposed wilderness area not be protected, special values would be
eliminated or impaired on parts of the area, sediment loading into the Bighorn River would increase
slightly, and the mule deer population would be reduced by 13 to 20 percent because of disturbance
from gas exploration. An ecoregion that is not represented in the National Wilderness Preservation
System would not be added, therefore diversity of the NWPS would not be increased.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
Citizens' additions of acreage on the north and south borders of the WSA encompass equally
wild terrain, form more manageable boundaries, and result in the Sheep Mountain area being adjacent
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to the Red Butte area.
Most of the study area boundaries are formed by roads or two-tracks, with the exception of
segments of private land on the north and west. See comment on Fifteenmile in the Bobcat Draw
description.
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10. Red Butte (010-131)
Citizens' Proposal: 23,685
acres Highlights
Red Butte is characterized by bare, red badlands and sharply cut drainages. The Butte towers
over the surrounding terrain, while several ephemeral creeks head up at its base. The northeastern part
of the area has badlands intermixed with terraces overlooking the flat bottom of Fivemile Creek. In the
western portion, steep ridges flatten out to broad drainages and rolling plains. Plant cover varies across
the area from sagebrush grasslands to saltbush to bare, eroded rock and mudstone.
Location and Access
This study area is located 12 miles northwest of Worland and directly southeast of Sheep
Mountain WSA, in the Fifteenmile Creek drainage. Access is from either from the east using US Hwy 1620 and turning west via the Dobie Creek drainage road, or from the north, from Basin using State Hwy.
20 and cutting south along the Sandstone ditch and onto a two-track to Sheep Mountain. Four- wheel
drive vehicles are recommended.
Wilderness Qualities
The Red Butte area is typified by unusually beautiful and solitary badlands scenery--red ridges,
purple and tan hills, as well as spires and hoodoos of brown sandstone. Outcrops of the Willwood
formation within the area contain internationally significant paleontological resources, including
specimens of an extremely rare arctocyonid, an ancestor of hoofed mammals (Rohrer and Gazin, 1965).
Vegetation here is classified in the Wyoming Basin Province Ecoregion, which is not represented in the
NWPS.
Red Butte provides undisturbed habitat for wild horses, trophy-sized mule deer, pronghorn
antelope, mountain lions, bobcats, and nesting golden eagles, sage and sharp-tailed grouse. Ferruginous
hawks, a candidate for federal protection under the Endangered Species Act, and burrowing owls (a
state Priority Species in Need of Special Management) have been documented in the area (Ritter, 1991).
Merriam's shrew, another Priority Species, may occur here, as well (Luce, 1991).
Survey work for rare plant species has not been completed in this area.
Resource Analysis
There is a moderate potential for the occurrence of deep gas, and low potential for the
occurrence of oil in the area; however the great depth of these possible reserves makes exploration
uneconomical (BLM, 1990a). The Citizens' Proposal additions to the north and west are lightly leased for
oil and gas. There are no active mineral claims in the area (BLM, 1991). Additionally, surface disturbance
would be prohibited on over half of the area, where slopes exceed 25 percent. For the past several
years, grazing use has been less than 40 percent of the AUMs allotted.
Should the Red Butte area not be designated as wilderness, several vegetative classes of the
Wyoming Basin Province Ecoregion would not be added to the National Wilderness Preservation
System, so NWPS diversity would not be increased. Deep gas exploration could occur on nearly half of
the area, although development would likely produce only a small amount of gas or oil. These activities
would result in loss of wilderness values on the disturbed portion of the area, slightly increased
sediment loading into the Bighorn River, and reduction of the area's deer population by 15 to 20
percent (BLM, 1990a). On the other half of the area, wilderness and special values would not be assured
long-term protection from ORV use or other activities.
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Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
All boundaries of the area are set by roads or ways. An unreclaimed well site is cherry-stemmed
out on the area's eastern border.
The Citizens' Proposal includes additions of federal land north and west of the BLM WSA to
protect equally wild and scenic landform, extending north across Elk Creek to the blufftops above. This
provision allows the Red Butte area to adjoin the Sheep Mountain area. BLM should acquire the
split-estate land in Section 16 and small state acreage on the northern border for uniform management
of the area.
See comment on Fifteenmile in the Bobcat Draw description.
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11. McCullough Peaks (010-335)
Citizens' Proposal: 74,000 acres
Highlights
This WSA embodies pink badlands on the slopes of the solitary McCullough Peaks. The vein-like
drainage patterns of the deeply eroded gullies and extreme terrain variation within the area provide the
visitor with a natural maze to explore. There are numerous drainages, including Deer Creek and Whistle
Creek that branch into small, winding badland canyons of exceptional beauty with outstanding views.
The citizens' western addition consists of spectacular breaks, which drop sharply to the Shoshone River.
Elevations vary from 6400 feet atop McCullough Peaks to 4000 feet along Roan Wash.
Location and Access
The McCullough Peaks are located 10 miles northeast of Cody, with the northern boundary
about 2 miles from Ralston in Park County. The area is accessed from US Hwy 14a turning west onto
State Hwy 295 to the northern boundary.
Wilderness Qualities
The National Park Service has identified this area as a potential National Natural Landmark
where visitors find exceptional scenery, such as winding badlands canyons, vividly colored ridges, and
panoramas of dendritic drainages and distant mountain ranges. This area offers outstanding opportunity
for solitude.
The larger area contains many important archaeological sites (Berry and Goldbach 1990).
Outcrops of Willwood formation, along with those in a handful of other WSAs in the Bighorn Basin,
provide the most comprehensive vertebrate fossils of any rock in the world (Bown and Kraus 1983).
Three to four hundred deer--both trophy mule deer and white-tailed deer--winter in the area;
while sage grouse, golden eagles, merlin, prairie falcons, and many other raptors nest and forage here
(BLM 1990a). Pronghorn antelope, wild horses, mountain lion, coyotes, foxes and jackrabbits can also be
seen in the area. Merriam's shrews (a state Priority Species in Need of Special Management) may inhabit
the area's grasslands and barren areas (Luce, 1991). A small herd of wild horses inhabits the badlands
and the grassland to the south. Just south of McCullough Peaks, a very rare, verified occurrence of the
endangered whooping crane was noted (WNDD, 1993). The common loon has been observed many
times on the Shoshone River as well as nesting colonies of Franklin's gull, both State Priority species due
to their rarity in the State. The Yellowstone cutthroat trout has been verified in the Shoshone River, a
rare species (State Priority status) (WNDD, 1993).
Resource Analysis
ORV use accounts for about 300 visitor days per year. In the event of wilderness designation,
ORV users could easily use other public lands in the region, while hunters and rockhounders would
access the area on foot or horseback. Additionally, extrapolations of BLM predictions indicate an
increase of 500 visitor days per year in wilderness use. With designation the area would be enjoyed by a
greater number of people with far less impact on the site.
Localized coal zones in the area have little or no development potential. No other locatable or
salable minerals exist.
There is a decent potential for the occurrence of deep gas at 4,500 to 20,000 feet.
Considering the depth and surface restrictions due to steep slopes, development potential is low, and
much of the area is too steep and erodible to support well field infrastructure.
The western boundary of the Citizen's Addition is leased for oil and gas. The very southeastern
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corner has one oil and gas lease along the northern boundary line are four oil and gas leases, but may be
expired. A small oil and gas exploratory unit in the eastern part of the unit was recently abandoned
following the failure of an exploratory well.
Should this area not be protected, special pristine recreation values could be impaired on over
25,000 acres in the event of oil and gas exploration. Sediment discharged into the Shoshone River would
increase slightly and 25 mule deer would be displaced from the area.
Wilderness values on the remainder of the area would not be assured, and could be impacted or
destroyed by ORV use or unanticipated activity. New vegetative classes of the Wyoming Basin Province
Ecoregion would not be added to the NWPS, and the system's diversity would not be increased.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
Citizens' additions to BLM's recommendation include a major fossil site and breaks along the
Shoshone River, as well as the upper drainage of Whistle Creek. Boundaries of the area are set by the
Shoshone River on the west, a powerline on the north, the Whistle Creek Road on the east, and
ways, private land, and topographic features on the south.
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12. Owl Creek/Castle Rocks (010-104 a, b, c & 010-unnumbered)
Citizens' Proposal: 8,985 acres
Highlights
Geologically, this site is known as the Castle Rocks Chaos. It is a jumble of volcanic debris
representing a unique geologic event, which occurred during the Eocene period (Sundell 1982). Both
the Owl Creek section and the Castle Rocks are distinguished by high (elevation of 9,000 to 10,900 feet)
alpine tundra with windswept slopes and mountainous cliffs scattered with erratic dense patches of
conifer, and aspen. The bare rocky soil along lower draws and ridges and sagebrush grasslands along
wide creek bottoms enhance this mountain transition area. All tracts border the Washakie Wilderness
Area of the Shoshone National Forest. These wild areas are logical extensions of the Washakie
Wilderness.
Location and Access
This area is comprised of three separate tracts in Owl Creek and two larger areas in the Castle
Rocks area located at the southeast end of the Absaroka Mountains. The area is landlocked by private
ranches and access is difficult. Access to Owl Creek/Castle Rocks can be from the National Forest trail
system to the northern boundary or from the south of Owl Creek by paying access fees to the Wind
River Indian Reservation to use their trails.
Wilderness Qualities
The Owl Creek/Castle Rocks proposed Wilderness area features similar primitive recreation
opportunities, such as hiking, backpacking, and study of alpine ecology. The local geology offers
excellent opportunities for studies of tertiary volcanic, and two archaeological sites in the area are
important for the study of native peoples who once lived at high altitudes.
Two of the area's streams are important fisheries for rainbow, brook, and Yellowstone cutthroat
trout. The area also provides crucial habitat for bighorn sheep, moose and mule deer, crucial winter
range and calving grounds for elk, and migration routes for elk and bighorn sheep (WG&F, 1992).
Raptors, pronghorn antelope, mountain lions, and black bears use the area, and grizzly bears have been
observed nearby. A high priority in this area is the occurrence of the harlequin duck a category two
candidate for federal listing (WNDD, 1993). Dwarf shrews and montane vole--two state Priority Species
in Need of Special Management--may inhabit Owl Creek's grasslands and conifer forests (Luce, 1991;
WNDD, 1993).
Several rare plant species have been found in the area - Evert's waferparsnip, shoshoea, Rocky
Mountain twinpod, yellow spring-beauty, sweet-flowered rock jasmine, and the nuttall
townsend-daisy (WNDD, 1993).
Resource Analysis
Although the potential for oil and gas occurrence is relatively high, development potential is
very low due to protective stipulations for surface water, wildlife, and surface use restrictions on at
least 92 percent of the area where slopes exceed 25 percent. One oil and gas lease exists within the
Citizens' proposed additions to the area as of 1993. There is no known potential for coal, or locatable or
salable minerals in the area, and no mining claims (BLM 1990a).
Approximately half of the area has timber cover, but harvesting is highly unlikely (Berry and
Goldbach, 1990) due to inaccessibility and steep slopes. Livestock grazing will continue at current levels
of 90 AUMs. A few outfitters are permitted for day use of the area (Berry and Goldbach, 1991).
Should the area not be designated wilderness, long-term protection would not be assured for
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elk and bighorn sheep migration routes, elk calving areas, bighorn sheep winter and spring range,
and other wildlife uses, as well as wilderness qualities.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
The Wyoming Game and Fish Department has identified the Castle Rocks section as a potential
bighorn sheep reintroduction site. Therefore, BLM should maintain the required habitat.
Livestock exclusion fences along portions of Rock Creek and the South Fork of Owl Creek should
be maintained to protect the excellent water quality, and new fences should be constructed around four
springs in the South Fork of Owl Creek, as recommended by BLM. This would result in a three-fold
increase in fish populations over the next fifty years (BLM, 1990). A vehicle barrier may be necessary at
the area boundary where a jeep trail winds along the South Fork of Owl Creek.
The boundaries of these areas are dictated by neighboring USFS, private, state, and tribal lands.
The eastern border of the eastern-most area of Owl Creek adjoins the Castle Rocks addition divided
only by a two-track way. One vehicle trail dictates the far eastern boundary of Castle Rocks.
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13. Pryor Mountains (067-206, 207,

,

)

Citizens' Proposal: 40,032 acres (4,432 in Wyoming)
Highlights
Erosive forces have incised deep canyons through the limestone uplift of the Pryors,
reminiscent of the Southwest canyon country. The Pryor Mountains proposed wilderness is a
multi-agency proposal that includes adjacent wildlands. Three areas comprise the Pryor Mountains
study area: Bighorn Canyon - managed by the National Park Service and BLM, Burnt Timber Canyon managed by the BLM, and Lost Water Canyon - managed by the Forest Service. Most of the proposed
wilderness is in Montana, due south of the Crow Reservation. Appropriate protection for the Pryor
Mountains can only be achieved through an ecosystem approach of which this northern Wyoming BLM
section would complete.
The Pryor Mountains contain tremendously varied terrain. A hiker may traverse desert plateau,
red and gray canyons, white limestone cliffs and pinnacles, explore multitudes of caves, and mountain
forests in a single day. Within a space of a few miles, you can travel through a great diversity of habitats,
from arid desert to scattered spruce and lodgepole stands and finally into a dense forest of Douglas fir
amidst multi-colored limestone cliffs.
Location and Access
Only the southern tips of Burnt Timber Canyon and Bighorn Canyon areas lie in Wyoming,
about 15 miles north of Lovell. Access is from State Highway Alt. 14 north to County Road 37, crossing
Crooked Creek and taking jeep trails to the southern boundary.
Wilderness Qualities
Extensive recreation opportunities in the Pryor Mountains include exploring ice caves, rock
climbing, studying nature and geology, Spectacular vistas from cliffs and ridges within the area overlook
Bighorn Canyon--etched over a thousand feet deep in the desert plateau. Well-preserved vertebrate
and invertebrate fossils have been found in the study area. The Crooked Creek National Natural
Landmark, of which 160 acres are within the area, is a site for vertebrate fossils.
Numerous prehistoric sites, including tepee rings, a rock shelter, lithic scatters, and petroglyph
panels, are within the Pryor Mountains. A portion of the study area is within the boundaries of the
Demi-John Archeological District, which is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. This district
contains over 230 stone circles and stone alignments, and is significant for its large size and abundance
of features (BLM, 1990).
Wildlife within the area includes bighorn sheep, mule deer, black bear, scorpions, and
rattlesnakes. The wild mustangs of the Pryors survived in this rugged, broken canyon country until the
Pryor Mountain Wild Horse Range was established, the first of its kind in the nation. The herds are now
managed by the Bureau of Land Management. The extensive caves and canyon walls within the Pryor
Range provide excellent sites for bats to raise young and hibernate. At least ten species, including
spotted and Townsend's big-eared bats (federal threatened and endangered candidates), and pallid
bats (listed as a species of special concern by the Montana Natural Heritage Program and a Priority
Species by the Wyoming Game and Fish Department), have been documented (Worthington, 1991;
WNDD, 1993). Other state Priority Species in Need of Special Management, such as Yuma myotis,
California myotis, Keen's myotis, and fringed myotis, may also inhabit the area (Luce, 1991). Extensive
nesting habitat for endangered peregrine falcons exists in the area, but is unoccupied at the present
recovery level (Oakleaf, 1991).
Three rare plant species are observed in the area: persistent sepal yellowcress, hairy prince81

plum, and wild buckwheat (all State Priority species) that have less than 20 populations known in
Wyoming (WNDD, 1993).
Resource Analysis
No oil or gas leases nor mining claims currently exist in the area. Potential is considered to be
extremely low. There are no suitable timber lands within the proposal area. Uranium prospecting in the
1950s left wheel tracks along most major ridges of the Pryors. BLM officials can continue to manage the
Pryor Wild Horse Range under wilderness management. The Pryors are also used by members of the
Crow Nation for religious purposes (MWA, 1993).
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
Each area is administered by a different federal agency, but should be managed as one
wilderness area, because they are geographically as well as ecologically one. This Citizens Proposal
boundary would be an important addition to preserving an unusual and complete ecosystem of the
Pryor Mountains. Within Wyoming, the boundaries of Lost Water Canyon and Bighorn Canyon areas are
formed by roads, ways and private land.
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Powder River Country Areas
1. Fortification Creek, (WY-060-204)
Citizens' Proposal: 23,749 acres
Highlights
Home to a rare herd of plains elk and roosting bald eagles, the Powder River Breaks contains an
eerie mix of numerous ephemeral drainages carving a landscape of narrow, sharp ridges or "breaks" and
intimate valleys for several miles, just east of the Powder River. Austere hills and red rock cliffs contrast
with sagebrush, grass, and juniper to give the traveller the feeling of being in one of the most remote
areas of the world.
These unique badland hills represent the only chance to protect the last remaining wild lands in
the Powder River drainage system and are surrounded by some of the most extensive coal mining in
the country.
Location and Access
The Powder River Breaks lie about 30 miles northwest of Gillette in Campbell County in
northeastern Wyoming. Two possible accesses exist: to reach the eastern boundary via Arvada use the
Echeta Rd. (a well-maintained gravel road) to Schoolhouse Draw, walking about a mile crossing a bit of
private land; or traveling north on the Fortification Rd., cross a small portion of private land to reach the
southern boundary - either way an access would have to be negotiated with private land owners.
Because the area is surrounded by private land, no place exists where the public could reach this
unit solely on federal land. BLM needs to acquire public access to the area or secure the landowners
consent.
Wilderness Qualities
Site vegetation represents the Sagebrush Steppe ecosystem/Great Plains Shortgrass Prairie
province--an ecosystem not represented or administratively endorsed for inclusion in the NWPS. This is
one of the very rare chances to designate such an area. Nearly all of the area is crucial yearlong and
winter range for about 300 elk, and 760 acres provide important calving grounds (BLM, 1986). This elk
herd is unique in that it is one of the last remaining elk herds to occupy a plains habitat in the nation.
The herd was established in the 1950s with elk from Yellowstone National Park.
The Powder River Breaks provides roosting habitat for wintering populations of federally
protected (Listed Endangered/Threatened) bald eagles (WNDD, 1993). The area also features migrant
peregrine falcons, strutting sharp-tailed and sage grouse, coyotes, bobcats, and important deer winter
and yearlong range. Visitors here find excellent deer hunting amid rugged dramatic scenery. Swift
fox--a federal threatened and endangered species candidate-- likely occurs in the unit's grasslands. The
endangered black-footed ferret was last observed in 1975 in the area (WNDD, 1993).
The Powder River near the Breaks region provides aquatic habitat for sturgeon chub, a
federally protected fish species, and is one of the main strongholds for the silvery minnow in the entire
State (WNDD, 1993). Other fish species include the shovelnose sturgeon, channel cat, sauger, goldeye,
and walleye (WG&F, McDowell, 1993). A state priority plant species, slender bulrush, has been
observed in the area (WNDD, 1993) in moist, sandy/clay soil.
Resource Analysis
This area contains no commercial forestland. Although the area overlies 50 million tons of coal,
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it is rated as low interest in the area. The prohibitive depth of the coal bed, the inaccessibility to the
area and the No Surface Occupancy stipulations for wildlife and endangered raptors in the WSA would
make the area unsuitable for coal leasing (BLM, Dolger, 1993).
Potential for oil and gas occurrence is considered high, due to numerous producing wells
within fifteen miles southeast of the area, and BLM (1986) estimates 100,000 to 4.4 million barrels of
oil and 260 mcf to 39.6 mmmcf of gas might be produced. However, at least ten wells within a mile of
the WSA have been abandoned as unproductive, and estimated reserves are only less than 1% of those
in the Powder River region (BLM, Dolger, 1993). Leases exist only in the western Bull Creek addition to
the WSA. All of these leases will be expiring within the next two years.
Four outfitters use this area. Fall and winter grazing for cattle on the unit is allotted
at approximately 1950 AUMs.
Should the Powder River Breaks area not be protected by wilderness designation, an ecosystem
not currently represented in the NWPS would be lost. Naturalness, opportunities for solitude and
primitive recreation, and the high quality of hunting would be irretrievably lost for the entire area due
to intensive oil and gas exploration and the accompanying construction of 10 to 37 (or more) miles of
road (BLM 1986). Oil and gas activity would result in a 10 percent decrease in livestock production in the
short-term, and a 1 percent decrease after initial production and reclamation (Pomerinke and Schiche,
1991). The coal potential could decimate the area should it be mined in the far distant future. Loss of
habitat would result in reductions of up to 20 percent of the deer population and 33 percent of the elk
population (BLM 1986).
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
Former Governor Ed Herschler suggested a land exchange for the 640-acre state inholding,
should the area become wilderness. Governor Freudenthal’s Land Board removed the inholding
from leasing. The citizens' proposal supports this acquisition, and designation of BLM's WSA acreage.
Boundaries for the WSA are dictated largely by private land, and by roads and ways on portions of
the southeastern border.
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2. North Fork of the Powder River (060-202)
Citizens' Proposal: 16,766 acres
Highlights
From the eastern front of the Bighorn Mountains, flows one of the best trout streams in
Wyoming. The North Fork of the Powder River winds through a treacherous canyon, then courses from
old-growth ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir forests to arid red hills, creating a wilderness fisherman's
dream.
Deep, rugged Pass Creek Canyon also supports excellent fishing, while Packsaddle Canyon
offers spectacular scenery. Elevations rise from 5800 feet in the foothills to 8000 feet on the highest
limestone and sandstone cliffs. Canyon depths vary from 300 to 1000 feet.
Location and Access
Located about 30 miles southwest of Buffalo in Johnson County, the North Fork of the Powder
River wilderness proposal area is surrounded by private land. Access to the area is difficult.
Because much of the area is surrounded by private land, legal access is possible only across a
few narrow strips of state and BLM land. Routes suggested by the BLM (1993) for consideration are via
the Slip Rd, crossing private land at Mud Spring, or from the Dull Knife Reservoir, following the North
Fork, pending landowner’s approval. BLM (1986) is planning to develop easier legal access efforts
outside the area, whether or not the area is designated wilderness, however, landowners do not
support this effort. The Citizens Coalition would support the access if it would be assured to be on foot.
Appropriate signage, easements or land exchanges by the BLM should ease the trespass problem.
Wilderness Qualities
Plentiful rainbow, brown, and some brook trout offer unparalleled fishing in the area. The North
Fork of the Powder River is managed by the Wyoming Game and Fish for wild trout and is rated as Class
II trout stream - a red ribbon fishing stream of State importance. A Wyoming State Priority Species,
Goldeye, is found in one of the tributaries of the Powder River - Crazy Woman Creek (WNDD, 1993).
Canyon bottoms and lands above the rims provide crucial winter range for elk, an
important antelope migration route, and habitat for black bear, blue grouse and 250-350 mule
deer. Mountain lion, North American lynx, also reside in the area (WNDD, 1993).
The cliffs support peregrine, merlin, and prairie falcons, golden eagles, and many other raptors.
In fact, the threatened bald eagle also nests in the area (WNDD, 1993). Lewis' woodpeckers --another
Priority Species--may nest within the unit, as suitable habitat exists and nesting concentrations in the
state is nearby (Ritter 1991).
The North Fork of the Powder River habitat supports many rare or sensitive plant species, rated
S1, S2 or S3 (meaning there are no more than 20 populations of these plants known in Wyoming).
Williams’s waferparsnip (found in Packsaddle Canyon), moonwort grape-fern, and the nuttall
townsend- daisy are dependent on the limestone rock outcrops and sandy soil in the cliff area.
Although the area has not been surveyed, cultural values are considered moderate to very high
(Pomerinke and Schiche, 1991).
Resource Analysis
Commercial old growth forestland in the area could produce a miniscule amount of timber in
the WSA, about .017 percent of what is currently produced in the Buffalo Resource Area. Woodlands in
the unit could yield 75 to 350 cords of posts and firewood per year. The EIS (p.74) says that designation
will result in an annual reduction of 20% of the resource area's timber harvest?
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The area has a very small potential for the occurrence of oil and gas on the eastern edge of the
area (BLM 1986), with no existing leases or mineral claims (BLM, 1992). There is low potential for
quarrying sand, gravel, building stone, and decorative stone (Pomerinke and Schiche, 1991) - all
resources that are not in short supply and are better accessed in other areas (Queen, 1993).
Landowners receive income by charging access fees to reach this unit of public land, and one or
two outfitters use the area. An estimated 1600 AUMs are allotted for cattle in the study area.
Should the area not be protected by wilderness designation, exploration for oil and gas would
be permitted on nearly all of the unit, and would eventually destroy the area's wilderness character;
however, it is not likely that oil or gas would be produced due to low potential (BLM 1986). In the event
of non-wilderness, BLM also plans to develop a campground, and parking area and allow a small
amount of timbering, which would degrade naturalness and solitude at those sites. Timber harvesting,
road construction, and oil and gas exploration would displace elk and mule deer across the unit; the
seriousness of displacement would depend on the scale of these activities.
Timbering and increased vehicle traffic to the campground would increase sediment loading by
a small amount, while planned trail developments would result in a 200% increase in fishing pressure
and a 10 to 20 percent reduction in the Pass Creek fish population.
Boundary Rationale and Management Recommendations
Borders of the citizens' study area were set largely by surrounding private and state land, with
the exception of short segments of two-tracks on the northeast and southwest. One two-track that goes
into the west central part of the area should be closed and rehabilitated. The citizens propose
additional acres of federal land on the WSA's northeastern border to protect cliffs, tributary streams,
and crucial elk winter range northeast of the North Fork WSA. An addition of the acres of state land
along the unit's western and southern boundaries would make a border that follows the canyon
topography more closely, and a 160-acre private inholding could be acquired or exchanged if the
landowner agrees. A 160-acre state tract on the south side of Horseshoe Canyon, which is surrounded
on three sides by the WSA, should be acquired by BLM for a more manageable southern boundary.
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3. Gardner Mountain (Dull Knife Pass and Red Fork; 060-201)
Citizens' Proposal: 18,785 acres
Highlights
The proposed Gardner Mountain wilderness area, tucked away at the far southern tail of the
Bighorn Mountains, supports a vast array of wildlife and rare recreational experiences. Both the Red
Fork of the Powder River and Beartrap Creek are considered "Class III fishery --important trout waters-fisheries of regional importance" by the Wyoming Game and Fish Department. Gentle grassy slopes at
5700 feet rise to sheer canyons and steep, forested ridges of 7800 feet. Extensive stands of mountain
mahogany supply important browse for big game, while juniper and old-growth Douglas-fir and
ponderosa pine provide cover.
Adjacent to the infamous Dull Knife Battlefield, the area has a wealth of history. The Dull Knife
Battlefield, listed on the National Register of Historic Places, is the scene of battle between the U.S.
Calvary and Cheyenne Indians in 1876, was the first major defeat of Native Americans after the Battle of
the Little Bighorn.
Location and Access
Gardner Mountain is approximately 70 miles northwest of Casper in Johnson County. The area
lies a few miles south of the North Fork of the Powder River Wilderness Study Area, where foothills
meet the Bighorn Mountains.
Legal access is currently available on state and federal lands bordering the unit. If trespass
becomes a problem for adjacent private landowners, BLM could sign the public access clearly and
construct a horse and hiking trail into the unit across public lands to enhance non-motorized access
and to minimize trespassing on private lands.
Suggested access routes to Gardner Mountain's north boundary from Kaycee take the
Mayoworth/Slip Road parking at the Ice Cave and walking to the area on the BLM corridor. Or one
may access (with the landowner's consent) the rugged southwestern boundary via the Barnum and
the Barnum Road, which also accesses the Dull Knife Battlefield.
Wilderness Qualities
The area offers excellent trout fishing, and recreation for wildlife. Gardner Mountain
provides crucial winter habitat for 50-100 elk, important winter range for up to 700 mule deer
(WG&F, 1992), yearlong range for both species and habitat for mountain lion and black bears.
Turkeys, blue grouse, golden eagles, red-tailed hawks, and prairie falcons nest in the area, while bald
eagles and peregrine falcons forage here seasonally. Great blue herons have used the middle fork of
the Powder River for a rookery (WNDD, 1993). The Red Fork of the Powder River and Beartrap Creek
are managed as a wild fishery (no stocking needed) for rainbow and some brook trout (WG&F,
McDowell, 1993).
Several state priority plant species have been found in the area - Williams waferparsnip,
Cusick's alkali-grass, Barr's milkvetch, and Nuttall townsend-daisy. There are no more than 20
populations of each known in the state (WNDD, 1993).
[BLM says this vegetation type is already represented in the NWPS, but our researcher
thinks otherwise--check, especially mountain mahogany]
The area is unsurveyed for archaeological sites, but has important heritage values for the
Northern Cheyenne. Both historic and prehistoric cultural values are assumed to be high (Pomerinke
and Schiche, 1991).
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